
Multi-surface magnetic car smartphone holder
SKU: TESUPSTANDCARB

The holder with suction cup can be attached to the dashboard or windscreen.

STABILISE YOUR PHONE MAGNETICALLY

The holder with suction cup is suitable for securing your phone and keeping it in sight when on the road. 
The pack contains two magnets: one round and one rectangular. The  round one has adhesive and can be attached  directly to
the phone, while the rectangular one can be put inside the cover. Once you've applied either magnet, bring the  phone to
the surface of the holder: it will magnetically attract and stay completely stable. 
Attach and remove your phone easily with one hand. 

THE SUCTION CUP ENABLES YOU TO FIX IT TO THE WINDSCREEN OR DASHBOARD EASILY AND QUICKLY
The holder comes with a sucker, allowing you to fix it to your car's  windscreen or dashboard. Push down on the lever on the
back to secure it perfectly and when you want to detach it, just lift it off. 

ROTATES 360° AND FLIPS
The magnetic surface is 360° rotatable. So you can position your Apple, Samsung, Xiaomi, Huawei, Oppo or other brand of
phone horizontally too for a full-screen view. 
Use the integrated rollers on the sides of the holder to flip it as you wish up to 90°. Choose the angle you prefer.

KEY FEATURES:

universal for smartphones
secures the phone magnetically with one of the two magnets included
attaches to the windscreen or dashboard with the suction cup using the special lever



the surface is 360° rotatable
using the two rollers you can flip it up to 90°

PACK INCLUDES:

1 holder
1 round adhesive magnet
1 rectangular magnet



Multi-surface magnetic car smartphone holder
SKU: TESUPSTANDCARB

Technical data
Coupling: Suction cap  
Rotation: 360 degrees  
Coupling mode: Suction cup for windshield or dashboard  
Material: ABS  
Suited for: Smartphone  
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417414107  
SKU: TESUPSTANDCARB  
Weight: 70 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 50 mm  
Width Pack: 100 mm  
Depth Inner: 180 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 140 g  
Width Inner: 100 mm  
Amount Inner: 4  
Depth Master: 350 mm  
Height Inner: 230 mm  
Weight Inner: 640 g  
Width Master: 310 mm  
Amount Master: 24  
Height Master: 250 mm  
Weight Master: 4275 g  
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